Demolition Hammer

TE-DH 1027
Item No.: 4139090
Ident No.: 11039
Bar Code: 4006825598377
The Einhell demolition hammer TE-DH 1027 delivers top demolition performance with its single impact power of 32 J, so it is the right choice. The
demolition hammer is of robust, durable design for tough, continuous operation and has a robust SDS-max tool chuck. The carbon brushes switch off
automatically to prevent malfunctions. A rugged 4 meter rubber cable provides maximum mobility. For low-vibration operation in spite of tough jobs
there is a vibration-cushioned main handle. In addition, soft grip inlays in the additional handle provide further cushioning of the vibrations. This can be
adjusted 180° vertically and 360° horizontally. The product is supplied in a transport and storage case complete with a pointed chisel.

Features & Benefits
- High demolition performance by 32 J single impact power
- Robust SDS-max tool chuck for fast tool change
- Low-vibration operations by vibration-cushioned main handle
- Soft grip pads absorb vibrations also in additional handle
- 180°-horizontal / 360°-vertical adjustable additional handle
- Automatically switching off carbon brushes prevent malfunctions
- Robust, durable construction for strong long-term operations
- Robust 4 m rubber cable for maximum mobility
- Ready for immediate work thanks to the pointed chisel
- Supplied in a practical transport and storage case

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Impact rate
- Impact power
- Power cord
- Tool holder

230-240 V | 50 Hz
1500 W
1900 min^-1
32 J
400 cm | H07RN-F
SDS-Max

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

10.8 kg
15.35 kg
635 x 177 x 400 mm
1 Pieces
15.35 kg
180 x 410 x 650 mm
580 | 1160 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
SDS-max Meisselset 3tlg.
Demolition Hammer Accessory
Item No.: 4258101
Bar Code: 4006825614350
Einhell Grey
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